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TEACHER’S GUIDE

Jesse Goossens & Linde Faas

Cola Fountains &
Splattering Paint Bombs
(Lemniscaat)
PROFESSOR MADCAP
Transform your house into a
laboratory, dress up like a professor
and conduct all sorts of spectacular
experiments with everyday household
items. Create a cola fountain, let a
CD hover in mid-air, blow a foam
snake, enjoy a home-made crystal
lolly, and then relax in your bath with
a bubbly ball of your own making.
First draw ten balloons together. Make
them all look different and write the
numbers 1 to 10 in them.
Select one of the big balloons on the
drawing and look at the number
written in it. Have someone read out
the question to which this number refers, and then set off to find the experiment that will answer
this question in this book, Cola Fountains and Spattering Paint Bombs. Carry out the experiment
and then go tell an adult what you have discovered. If your answer is right, then you can cross out
or check-mark this experiment balloon.
1. Cola fountains
What spouts from the bottle?
2. Flying saucer
How high does your flying saucer fly?
3. Naked egg
Can you peel the egg after conducting the experiment?
4. Bathtub bubbly ball
What happens when you submerge the bubbly ball in a full bath? Have a look at pages 28-29. How
many bubbly balls do you think the girl threw into the bath?
5. Transparent cola
Can you still drink the cola after completing the experiment?
6. Floating Ms
How many of the M&Ms still show the letter ‘m’?
7. Yummy crystal lollies
What does your lolly look like?
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8. Foam snakes
How long did your foam snake get?
9. Rainbow roses
Did any of the flowers acquire your favourite colour?
10. Invisible ink
Did you get any answers to your secret message?
Were all your experiments successful and do you fancy yourself a real Professor Madcap now?
Then you’re surely eager to conduct more. You can find discovery rooms and museums in various
cities where you can continue to experiment with different materials.
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